EVERY TIME I FEEL THE SPIRIT

Text: African-American Spiritual  
Tune: FEEL THE SPIRIT,  
African-American Spiritual
Arranged by David Haas

With joy and enthusiasm $\dot{=} 126$
Refrain a cappella

$S, A$  

ev'ry time I feel the spirit moving

$T, B$  
in my heart, I will pray.

$4$  
in my heart, pray. ev'ry time I feel the
I will pray.

$7$  
in my heart, I will pray.

$10$  
spirit moving in my heart, pray.
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2. *Solo mf*  

1. Upon the mountain my Lord spoke, out of his
(2. *Jordan* River, chilly and cold, it chills the

2. *S, A unis. mf*

T, B unis. *mf*

2. *D CADD9/D*  

D CADD9/D  

D CADD9/D

17

mouth came fire and smoke. All around me looked so
bod-y not the soul. Ain’t but one train on this

D CADD9/D  

D CADD9/D  

D CADD9/D